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Parrots are fascinating and colorful birds that you might
have seen at a zoo or even as a pet. With their bright
feathers and ability to mimic human speech, they are truly
unique creatures. There are over 350 different species of
parrots, ranging in size from small parakeets to large
macaws. These amazing birds can be found in different
parts of the world, such as Central and South America,
Africa, Asia, and Australia.

A parrot's diet is just as interesting as their appearance.
They love to eat a variety of fruits, seeds, nuts, flowers, and
sometimes insects. In the wild, parrots play an important
role in spreading seeds from the fruits they eat, which helps
plants grow. When kept as pets, it's important to provide a
balanced diet with a mix of fresh fruits, vegetables, and special parrot pellets.

The life cycle of a parrot is a fascinating journey. Parrots lay eggs, usually in tree hollows or
crevices, and the parents take turns keeping the eggs warm until they hatch. Once the baby parrots,
called chicks, are born, their parents feed and care for them until they are old enough to fly and find
food on their own. Some parrot species can live for over 50 years, making them one of the longest-
living bird species!

Parrots have a unique relationship with humans and other
animals. Many people enjoy having parrots as pets because of their
intelligence and ability to mimic speech. In the wild, parrots are
social birds that often live in large groups called flocks, which helps
them protect each other from predators. Parrots use their strong
beaks and loud squawks as defenses against any threats they might
face.
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Solve each problem.

Use the article to answer the question.
1) What is a parrot's ability that makes it unique?

A. Ability to mimic human speech B. Ability to swim

C. Ability to run fast D. Ability to sing songs

2) What might a parrot eat in the wild?
A. Other birds B. Small rodents

C. Seeds D. Soil

3) What role do parrots play in the wild?
A. Cleaning the environment B. Catching food for other animals

C. Helping other birds build nests D. Spreading seeds from the fruits they
eat

4) Who keeps the parrot's eggs warm?
A. Only the female parrot keeps the eggs

warm.
B. Only the male parrot keeps the eggs

warm.

C. Both male and female parrot take
turns keeping the eggs warm.

D. Nobody, parrots lay their eggs and
then leave.

5) Where can you not find parrots in the wild?
A. North America B. Europe

C. South America D. Antarctica

6) How many different species of parrots are there?
A. Over 100 B. Over 350

C. Over 20 D. Over 500

7) Where do parrots lay their eggs?
A. In a hole they dig B. In tree hollows or crevices

C. In open spaces D. In the mud of river banks

8) What are baby parrots called?
A. Parrotlings B. Nymphs

C. Chicks D. Parrotkeets

9) Which is a species of parrot?
A. bald eagle B. macaw

C. dodo D. vulture

10) What is a group of parrots called?
A. A gaggle B. A herd

C. A pack D. A flock

Determine if the statements is something the animal would say (W) or it it is not something
the animal would say (N).
11) "I prefer keeping to myself and avoid living in groups."
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12) "My diet varies, but mostly includes seeds, nuts, and fruits. Sometimes, I even enjoy
crunchy insects for a change."

13) "Humans love us because we're smart and can mimic what they say."

14) "I lay my eggs in cozy spaces like tree hollows or crevices."

15) "We parrots aren't all the same - we come in all shapes and sizes! Some of us are as small
as a parakeet, while others can grow as big as a macaw."

16) "I can be found only in Africa."

17) "I only like to eat seeds."

18) "We parrots work together, taking turns, keeping our eggs warm."

19) "None of my species can live for more than 10 years."

20) "I am a very dull and colorless bird."

21) "You can find me and my friends in loads of places. We have homes in Central and South
America, Africa, Asia, and Australia."

22) "I only survive by eating insects and nothing more."

23) "Did you know that some of us parrots could be your friend for over 50 years? That’s a
long time!"

24) "We're also gardeners! We help plants grow by spreading seeds from the fruits we eat."

25) "My life span is very short, just about 5 years."

26) "We feed and care of our babies until they can fly and find food on their own."

27) "When I'm at home in the wild, I love to hang out in large groups called flocks."

28) "I don't lay eggs. I give live birth just like the dolphins."

29) "I love to eat only meat."

Determine if the statement is a fact or opinion based on the information in the article.
30) Baby parrots are referred to as chicks.

31) The high-pitched squawks of parrots are annoying and hard to listen to.

32) Parrots can aid in seed dispersion in the wild due to their diet.

33) The fact that parrots can live for more than 50 years is amazing.

34) There are around 350 species of parrots in the world.

35) It is incredible that parrot parents take turns keeping the eggs warm.

36) Parrots are kept as pets because of their intelligence and ability to talk like humans.

37) Parrots eat fruits, seeds, nuts, flowers, and sometimes insects.

38) Parrots are the most entertaining birds because they can mimic our speech.

39) The bright and colorful feathers of the parrots make them look more beautiful than any
other bird.

Determine if the statement is true or false.
40) Parrots often live in large groups.

41) Parrots that are kept as pets only need vegetables to stay healthy.

42) Parrots are able to mimic speech.
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43) Parrots can only be found in Africa.

44) Parrot can live for over 50 years.

45) Parrots are herbivores and only eat seeds and nuts.

46) There are only 3 different species of parrots.

47) Parrots are mute birds and cannot produce any sound.

48) Parrots may make their homes in tree hollows.

49) Male and female parrots take turns keep their eggs warm.

Determine if the sentence is a declarative(d), exclamatory(e), interrogative(i) or
imperative(m).
50) Parrots eat fruits, seeds, and nuts.

51) It's unbelievable that parrots can live up to 80 years!

52) Parrots are extremely smart, some can even mimic human speech, it's incredible!

53) The size difference between parrots is astounding, with some as small as 3 inches and
others as big as 40 inches!

54) How cool is it that parrots are among the most intelligent birds!

55) Parrots can talk and mimic human speech.

56) Can parrots imitate human speech?

57) A parrot's beak is so strong it can crack a nut!

58) Parrots have strong beaks that they use for climbing and cracking nuts.

59) How long can parrots live?

60) There are over 350 different types of parrots, it's mind-blowing!

61) How many different colors can parrots have?

62) Parrots can live in various habitats ranging from rainforests to deserts, they have such
diverse homes!

63) Parrots eat with their feet, that's really cool!

64) Parrots are social birds, most species are known to live in pairs or even large groups, it's
fascinating!

65) Wow, parrots come in a multitude of colors, they are so vibrant!
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Parrots are fascinating and colorful birds that you might
have seen at a zoo or even as a pet. With their bright
feathers and ability to mimic human speech, they are truly
unique creatures. There are over 350 different species of
parrots, ranging in size from small parakeets to large
macaws. These amazing birds can be found in different
parts of the world, such as Central and South America,
Africa, Asia, and Australia.

A parrot's diet is just as interesting as their appearance.
They love to eat a variety of fruits, seeds, nuts, flowers, and
sometimes insects. In the wild, parrots play an important
role in spreading seeds from the fruits they eat, which helps
plants grow. When kept as pets, it's important to provide a
balanced diet with a mix of fresh fruits, vegetables, and special parrot pellets.

The life cycle of a parrot is a fascinating journey. Parrots lay eggs, usually in tree hollows or
crevices, and the parents take turns keeping the eggs warm until they hatch. Once the baby parrots,
called chicks, are born, their parents feed and care for them until they are old enough to fly and find
food on their own. Some parrot species can live for over 50 years, making them one of the longest-
living bird species!

Parrots have a unique relationship with humans and other
animals. Many people enjoy having parrots as pets because of their
intelligence and ability to mimic speech. In the wild, parrots are
social birds that often live in large groups called flocks, which helps
them protect each other from predators. Parrots use their strong
beaks and loud squawks as defenses against any threats they might
face.
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Solve each problem.

Use the article to answer the question.
1) What is a parrot's ability that makes it unique?

A. Ability to mimic human speech B. Ability to swim

C. Ability to run fast D. Ability to sing songs

2) What might a parrot eat in the wild?
A. Other birds B. Small rodents

C. Seeds D. Soil

3) What role do parrots play in the wild?
A. Cleaning the environment B. Catching food for other animals

C. Helping other birds build nests D. Spreading seeds from the fruits they
eat

4) Who keeps the parrot's eggs warm?
A. Only the female parrot keeps the eggs

warm.
B. Only the male parrot keeps the eggs

warm.

C. Both male and female parrot take
turns keeping the eggs warm.

D. Nobody, parrots lay their eggs and
then leave.

5) Where can you not find parrots in the wild?
A. North America B. Europe

C. South America D. Antarctica

6) How many different species of parrots are there?
A. Over 100 B. Over 350

C. Over 20 D. Over 500

7) Where do parrots lay their eggs?
A. In a hole they dig B. In tree hollows or crevices

C. In open spaces D. In the mud of river banks

8) What are baby parrots called?
A. Parrotlings B. Nymphs

C. Chicks D. Parrotkeets

9) Which is a species of parrot?
A. bald eagle B. macaw

C. dodo D. vulture

10) What is a group of parrots called?
A. A gaggle B. A herd

C. A pack D. A flock

Determine if the statements is something the animal would say (W) or it it is not something
the animal would say (N).
11) "I prefer keeping to myself and avoid living in groups."
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12) "My diet varies, but mostly includes seeds, nuts, and fruits. Sometimes, I even enjoy
crunchy insects for a change."

13) "Humans love us because we're smart and can mimic what they say."

14) "I lay my eggs in cozy spaces like tree hollows or crevices."

15) "We parrots aren't all the same - we come in all shapes and sizes! Some of us are as small
as a parakeet, while others can grow as big as a macaw."

16) "I can be found only in Africa."

17) "I only like to eat seeds."

18) "We parrots work together, taking turns, keeping our eggs warm."

19) "None of my species can live for more than 10 years."

20) "I am a very dull and colorless bird."

21) "You can find me and my friends in loads of places. We have homes in Central and South
America, Africa, Asia, and Australia."

22) "I only survive by eating insects and nothing more."

23) "Did you know that some of us parrots could be your friend for over 50 years? That’s a
long time!"

24) "We're also gardeners! We help plants grow by spreading seeds from the fruits we eat."

25) "My life span is very short, just about 5 years."

26) "We feed and care of our babies until they can fly and find food on their own."

27) "When I'm at home in the wild, I love to hang out in large groups called flocks."

28) "I don't lay eggs. I give live birth just like the dolphins."

29) "I love to eat only meat."

Determine if the statement is a fact or opinion based on the information in the article.
30) Baby parrots are referred to as chicks.

31) The high-pitched squawks of parrots are annoying and hard to listen to.

32) Parrots can aid in seed dispersion in the wild due to their diet.

33) The fact that parrots can live for more than 50 years is amazing.

34) There are around 350 species of parrots in the world.

35) It is incredible that parrot parents take turns keeping the eggs warm.

36) Parrots are kept as pets because of their intelligence and ability to talk like humans.

37) Parrots eat fruits, seeds, nuts, flowers, and sometimes insects.

38) Parrots are the most entertaining birds because they can mimic our speech.

39) The bright and colorful feathers of the parrots make them look more beautiful than any
other bird.

Determine if the statement is true or false.
40) Parrots often live in large groups.

41) Parrots that are kept as pets only need vegetables to stay healthy.

42) Parrots are able to mimic speech.
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43) Parrots can only be found in Africa.

44) Parrot can live for over 50 years.

45) Parrots are herbivores and only eat seeds and nuts.

46) There are only 3 different species of parrots.

47) Parrots are mute birds and cannot produce any sound.

48) Parrots may make their homes in tree hollows.

49) Male and female parrots take turns keep their eggs warm.

Determine if the sentence is a declarative(d), exclamatory(e), interrogative(i) or
imperative(m).
50) Parrots eat fruits, seeds, and nuts.

51) It's unbelievable that parrots can live up to 80 years!

52) Parrots are extremely smart, some can even mimic human speech, it's incredible!

53) The size difference between parrots is astounding, with some as small as 3 inches and
others as big as 40 inches!

54) How cool is it that parrots are among the most intelligent birds!

55) Parrots can talk and mimic human speech.

56) Can parrots imitate human speech?

57) A parrot's beak is so strong it can crack a nut!

58) Parrots have strong beaks that they use for climbing and cracking nuts.

59) How long can parrots live?

60) There are over 350 different types of parrots, it's mind-blowing!

61) How many different colors can parrots have?

62) Parrots can live in various habitats ranging from rainforests to deserts, they have such
diverse homes!

63) Parrots eat with their feet, that's really cool!

64) Parrots are social birds, most species are known to live in pairs or even large groups, it's
fascinating!

65) Wow, parrots come in a multitude of colors, they are so vibrant!
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63. exclamatory

64. exclamatory

65. exclamatory
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Solve each problem.

Use the article to answer the question.
1) What is a parrot's ability that makes it unique? (paragraph 1)

A. Ability to mimic human speech B. Ability to swim

C. D.

2) What might a parrot eat in the wild? (paragraph 2)

A. Other birds B.

C. Seeds D.

3) What role do parrots play in the wild? (paragraph 2)

A. Cleaning the environment B.

C. D. Spreading seeds from the fruits they
eat

4) Who keeps the parrot's eggs warm? (paragraph 3)

A. B. Only the male parrot keeps the eggs
warm.

C. Both male and female parrot take
turns keeping the eggs warm.

D.

5) Where can you not find parrots in the wild? (paragraph 1)

A. North America B. Europe

C. D. Antarctica

6) How many different species of parrots are there? (paragraph 1)

A. Over 100 B. Over 350

C. D.

7) Where do parrots lay their eggs? (paragraph 3)

A. In a hole they dig B. In tree hollows or crevices

C. D.

8) What are baby parrots called? (paragraph 3)

A. Parrotlings B. Nymphs

C. Chicks D.

9) Which is a species of parrot? (paragraph 1)

A. bald eagle B. macaw

C. D.

10) What is a group of parrots called? (paragraph 4)

A. A gaggle B. A herd

C. D. A flock

Determine if the statements is something the animal would say (W) or it it is not something
the animal would say (N).
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11) "I prefer keeping to myself and avoid living in groups." (paragraph 4)

12) "My diet varies, but mostly includes seeds, nuts, and fruits. Sometimes, I even enjoy
crunchy insects for a change." (paragraph 2)

1-10 92 83 75 67 58 50 42 33 25 17
11-12 8 0
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